Luxury Collection

Duvets & Pillows
Luxury Duvets and Pillows Collection wrap around you snugly and softly. Because only the best down is chosen
for our products. It is particularly cuddly and provides thermal insulation and temperature regulation like almost no
other material. Just the right thing for high expectations and for you!

The selected down is particularly elastic and gives outstanding support and loft. Its ability to maximise thermal
insulation despite its light weight makes down one of the most attractive natural fillings for high-quality bedding
products. Its three-dimensional structure enables down to enclose a large amount of air and thereby offer
ideal thermal insulation. Down makes the sleeping climate extremely pleasant while absorbing moisture from
perspiration and releasing it into the surrounding air.
The queen of all down is eiderdown. Icelandic eider ducks pad their nests with it to protect against the icy wind
and cold. After the young have hatched, the eiderdown is collected manually from the nest by eiderdown
farmers. Eiderdown is considered to be the best filling material. It is brown in colour and larger, finer and
denser than conventional down. Enjoy the exquisite properties of this high-quality filling material.
The cover fabric of almost all Luxury Collection down duvets and pillows is treated with a medicott® finishing and
Offers people with allergies special advantages: when they are properly cared for, they prevent dust mites, mould
and spores from growing and spreading.
Luxury Duvets and Pillows Collection for an unsurpassed sleeping experience that you will dream of!

4 Seasons programme “Vivaldi”
With these first-class duvets, Luxury Collection Vivaldi offers combinations for all seasons and for all individual
sleeping requirements.
The system: Different individual light, medium and warm duvets can be combined with each other by means
of press studs. For example, a light duvet can be combined with a medium duvet to produce bedding that is
warm enough for the wintertime. A variety of combinations can be tailored to individual sleeping preferences
for all seasons. Of course, all of the duvets can be obtained individually.

Cover fabric:
Colour:
Filling:
Stitching:

Ultrafine nanobatist, 100% cotton, medicott® fabric finishing
White
White Siberian new goose down, class I, DIN EN 12934, 100% down
With press studs

Washable up to 60°C (in washing machines with a cap acity of 7 kg or larger, wash with wool detergent, tumble dry)

Duvet Vivaldi Light
Stitching:
Thermal insulation:

Duvet 12 x 15 squares, with press studs
Light • • • • •

Washable up to 60°C (in washing machines with a cap acity of 7 kg or larger, wash with wool detergent, tumble dry)

Duvet Vivaldi Medium
Stitching:
Thermal insulation:

Cassette 5 x 6 squares, with press studs
Medium • • • • •

Washable up to 60°C (in washing machines with a cap acity of 7 kg or larger, wash with wool detergent, tumble dry)

Duvet Vivaldi Warm
Stitching:
Thermal insulation:

Cassette 4 x 6 squares, with press studs
Warm • • • • •

Washable up to 60°C (in washing machines with a cap acity of 7 kg or larger, wash with wool detergent, tumble dry)

Pillow Vivaldi down around
Cover fabric:
Colour:
Filling:

Ultrafine nanobatist, 100% cotton, medicott® fabric finishing
White
Outer chambers: white Siberian new goose down, class I, DIN EN 12934, 100% down;
Inner chamber: new white goose feathers, class I, DIN EN 12934, 100% feathers
Stitching:
Three-chamber pillow
Support comfort: 4 types: Soft, Medium, Firm, Extra Firm
Washable up to 60°C (in washing machines with a cap acity of 7 kg or larger, wash with wool detergent, tumble dry)

An ideal pillow for people who love the luxury of a soft down filling but do not wish to dispense with support.
The pillow has a feather core, providing support and volume. The two outside chambers are filled with pure down,
making them particularly cuddly.

Eiderdown duvet Arctic
Nature has created an incredible and unique insulation material in the form of Icelandic eiderdown. Eiderdown
is very large but finer and denser than all other types of down. It forms a type of fleece that insulates like no
other natural or artificial material.
The eider ducks brave icy temperatures and powerful polar storms with their coat. They use their unique breast
and stomach down to protect the brood from the cold Icelandic climate. The females naturally lose a part
of their down before breading and carefully collect it and fill their nest with it. The chicks hatch and then leave
the nest. The eider duck farmers then carefully collect the valuable down without disturbing the birds in their
natural environment. This down is then used in the uniquely snug Luxury Collection.

Cover fabric: Due to the special properties of eiderdown, we do not use the conventional cover fabrics that
keep the down from escaping. Eiderdown can be held by fine natural silk fabrics. This also promotes
the exchange of heat and breathability of eiderdown duvets.
Design: To perfectly distribute the filling, we weigh the filling beforehand for each square and carefully
fill the squares of an eiderdown duvet by hand.

Eiderdown duvet Arctic
Cover fabric:
Colour:
Filling:
Stitching:
Thermal insulation:

Finest Jacquard silk, 100% silk
Cream
Eiderdown, class I, DIN EN 12934, 100% down
Quilted squares
Extra Warm • • • • •

Down duvet Arctic Dual
Two stitching principles were combined in this duvet that generate pleasant and warm sleeping comfort: The
Dual bedding principle and body zone stitching with insulating edging:
With the dual bedding principle, two individual blankets are connected to each other at the edge. In the middle
of the duvet, an insulating cavity forms and retains additional warmth. This produces a modern, light duvet
with a lightweight filling and - at the same time - a high level of thermal insulation.
The stitching follows the contours of the body making it particularly cosy around the shoulder and foot areas.
The peripheral stitched edging perfectly seals off the duvet from the surrounding air and produces a sleeping
cavity with uniform thermal retention.

Cover fabric:
Colour:
Filling:
Stitching:
Thermal insulation:

Ultrafine nanobatist, 100% cotton, medicott® fabric finishing
White
White Siberian new goose down, class I, DIN EN 12934, 100% down
Body zone stitching with divided edging
Extra Warm • • • • •

Washable up to 60°C (in washing machines with a cap acity of 7 kg or larger, wash with wool detergent, tumble dry)

Down duvet Comfort
A classic bedding design with a new appearance. The cassette design with 6 x 8 squares and incorporated
inner baffles ensures an even distribution of the high-quality filling. The regular shape of the duvet is retained,
and cold zones cannot develop.

Cover fabric:
Colour:
Filling:
Stitching:
Thermal insulation:

Ultrafine nanobatist, 100% cotton, medicott® fabric finishing
White
White Siberian new goose down, class I, DIN EN 12934, 100% down
Cassette 6 x 8 squares
Warm • • • • •

Washable up to 60°C (in washing machines with a cap acity of 7 kg or larger, wash with wool detergent, tumble dry)

Down duvet Polar
A modern look to a classic cassette duvet. The well-designed outer baffle additionally reinforces the supportive
function of the inner baffles. The high-quality filling is generously distributed up to the edge of the duvet
and can fully expand within the squares. This means cold zones cannot develop. With a layout of 5 x 7 squares,
the duvet perfectly encloses the body of the sleeping individual.

Cover fabric:
Colour:
Filling:
Stitching:
Thermal insulation:

Ultrafine nanobatist, 100% cotton, medicott® fabric finishing
White
White Siberian new goose down, class I, DIN EN 12934, 100% down
Outer and inner baffles (10 cm), Cassette 5 x 7 squares
Extra Warm • • • • •

Washable up to 60°C (in washing machines with a cap acity of 7 kg or larger, wash with wool detergent, tumble dry)

Down pillow Polar
A pillow with a touch of luxury. The peripheral outer baffle gives the pillow an elegant shape and also provides
excellent support and loft.

Cover fabric:
Colour:
Filling:
Stitching:

Ultrafine nanobatist, 100% cotton, medicott® fabric finishing
White
White Siberian new goose down, class I, DIN EN 12934, 100% down
With outside baffle

Washable up to 60°C (in washing machines with a cap acity of 7 kg or larger, wash with wool detergent, tumble dry)

Neck support pillow
The neck support pillow offering extra comfort: The pillow is designed in a similar way to a three-chamber
pillow. The outer chambers are filled with high quality down which gives the pillow its remarkable softness.
The centre of the pillow consists of an ergonomically shaped core of viscoelastic foam that supports your head
and neck in a manner perfectly tailored to your anatomy and, in contrast to other conventional neck support
pillows, both sides can be used. The special comfort advantage: The pillow effectively provides support while
remaining cuddly so that you can sleep in comfort.

Cover fabric:
Colour:
Filling:
Core:
Stitching:

Fine twill, 100 % cotton, medicott® fabric finishing
White decorative seam
Outer cover of white Siberian new goose down and feathers, class I, DIN EN 12934
90% down / 10% feathers
Viscoelastic foam core (density 50 kg/m3)
With zipper

Washable up to 60°C (in washing machines with a cap acity of 7 kg or larger, wash with wool detergent, tumble dry)
PLEASE NOTE: The core must be removed before washing!

Viscoelastic foam core offers good support for the head and neck areas.
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